The dicovery of t,he basic la.ws governing t,he behaviour of conlplex systems is one of the big challerige in physics. From here the necessity to adapt old concepts and models, which. have been useful to study siinple syst,ems, in order to be applied to more complex phenomena.
Percolation theory1 has played a central role in many problems, in which connectivity is the basic feature of the physical phenomena involved. This is the case for random resistor network, dilute feromagnets at zero temperature, flow of a fluid in a porous media. Even in temperature dependent phenomena like phase transitions the phenomenon can be mapped onto a percolation problem once the proper cluster is identified.'y3
In more complex systems, such as spin glasses4 , an important role is played by frustration. To describe such phenomena in terms of percolation concepts, we have introduced a new model5, which we call frustrated percolation. This model contains, as main ingredients, both connectivity and frustration. After a brief introduction to random and correlated percolation, the properties of the frustrated percolation will be discussed along with its applications to spin glasses and gels.
1. R a n d o m a n d correlated percolation.
In random bond percolation one assignes a probability p to each bond of a d-dimensionasl hypercubic lattice of beeing present. The bonds are statistically indipendent therefore the weight of a given configuration of bonds C is given by where ICJ is the number of present bonds and IAl the number of absent bonds. Random percolation applies when connectivity plays the major role and correlations in the system can be neglected.
In many problems both correlations and connectivity play an important role. Consider for example an Ising model with nearest neighbour interaction J with the hamiltonian given where Si = &1 and the sum is over the nearest neighbour pairs of spins. If we want to characterize the Ising transition in terms of geometrical clusters we have to define the clusters in a suitable way in such a way that the percolation transition coincides with the Ising critical point. It is well known that in an Ising model the naive definition of clusters made of nearest neighbor parallel spins is not satisfactory. These clusters are in fact too large, representing both correlations and pure geometrical effects. As an example at T = m in a typical configuration clusters of parallel spins are present although there is total absence of correlations. To eliminate the pure geometrical effect a different definition of cluster was proposed3 for the Ising model. The idea was based on a site bond correlated percolation model which was introduced as a model for a sol-gel t r a n s i t i~n .~ Consider an Ising configuration of spins: between nn parallel spins, introduce a bond being active with probability p. The bonds do not affect the energy of the pair of the spins, instead they are introduced to define the connectivity and therefore the clusters. These are defined as maximal sets of nn parallel spins connected by bonds (Fig. 1) . 
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Any connectivity quantity can be calculated using (2) . For example the pair connectedness p,, defined as the probability that i and j are in the same finite cluster is pij = (yzj), where y,, = 1 or 0 depending whether or not i and j are in the same finite cluster and the brackets stand for the average over all configurations of spins and bonds weighted with (2).
Note than when the average is applied to a thermal quantity f{Si) it reduces to the usual average weighted only with the Boltzmann factor exp{-PH{S;)) since f { S ; ) does not depend on the bond configuration and Cc plCI(l -p)lBI = 1. To study the connectivity properties of this model it was originally3 considered an Hamiltonian formalism based on a dilute Potts model. This Hamiltonian formalism allowed to study the problem using the Migdal-Kadanoff renormalization group3. Moreover from the Hamiltonian formalism it was possible to study the problem for any value of the bond probability p and it was possible to show that for the particular choice of the bond probability the size of the clusters diverge at the Ising critical point with Ising critical exponents.
Using the value given by (4) it is possible to express the weight ( Recently Swendsen and Wang14 have used these clusters to build a dynamics which drastically reduces the critical slowing down near the critical point.
Application to gels.
Strong Gels or irreversible gels are characterized by the fact that when two monomers react they form a chemical permanent bond. The transition from the sol phase to the Gel phase is well described by random percolation. More complicated is the case when the monomers interact forming not permanent bonds. In this case a simple model,' based on correlated percolation, has been introduced to describe the interplay between phase separation and the formation of a gel. This model is described by a binary mixture or lattice gas in which two nearest neighbour monomers interact with two type of energies one corresponding to a Van der Wals type of interaction and a second stronger energy associated to a chemical interaction.
On very long time scale the momnomers feel one effective interacting energy, and the system behave as a normal fluid. On short time scale the strong energy bonds can be considered as permanent and the formation of large clusters leads to an extremely high viscosity responsable for the gel transition.
The phase diagram in the long time regime, after equilbrium has been reached, has been calculated in mean field in the more general case in which the system is made of long polymer chains in a solvent. The result is shown in Fig. (2) for different values of More recently the kinetics of this model has been studied, via Monte Carlo computer simulation, in a quench from high temperature to low temperatrure below the consolute point. The study of the factor structure shows a behaviour which for short time follows the kinetics of the standard lattice gas model. While after a crossover time t , the system is stuck and no more evolution occurs. The data compare favorably with results of experiments on simultaneous gelation and phase separation in gelatin/water/methanol ~llixtures.~
In a more complex case random or correlated percolation may not be suficient to model gelat,ion. This is the case when frustxation is present. Consider for simplicity the case in wich mononiers have valence three. In this case there are situations when not all the interact.ions can be sat,isfied. To study such case a new percolation model5 has been introduced, which contains frustration as essential ingredient. To introduce such model we proceed along the following steps:
1) First construct a cluster formalism for the partition function of the spin glass model.
2)
Generalize the partition function to spin with q-states.
3) take the limit q -+ 1.
Note that this procedure in the case of no frustration corresponds to write the free energy of the q-state Potts model using the cluster formalism of Kasteleyn and Fortuin as in Eq. (6) and take then the limit q -+ 1.
Clusters in Spin Glasses
Consider the nn Ising Spin Glass model:
where the nn interactions J;j = f J are randomly distributed. For a given set of interac-
tions ( J i j ) the partition function is given by
A concept crucial in spin glasses is frustration. This occurs when the positive and negative interactions are distributed in such a way that not all the spins can satisfy all the interactions in such a way that JijSiSj > 0 (Fig. 3a) .
The average magnetization at site i is given by mi = (Si) where (. . .) stand for the thernial average for a fixed configuration of interactions Jij. For high temperature mi = 0.
For low temperature the spin glass phase is characterized by the Edwards-Anderson order parameter:
where N is the number of spins and the bar stands for the average over all the interaction configuration. ~E A is different from zero in the spin glass phase and goes to zero at the spin glass temperature T S g . "sat.isfiedn interactions it is na.tura1 t,o define clusters by randomly putting bonds only between those spins that satisfy the interaction, i.e., we put bonds between only those spins for which JijSiSj > 0 (see Fig. 3b ). The bonds are put randomly with probability p = 1 -eP2PJ. Two spins are in the same cluster if they are connected by at least one chain of bonds.
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It is possible to prove5 that for a given configuration of interactions:
P,r (PiL) is the probability that i is up (down) and belongs to the infinite cluster.
From (10) we can construct the Edwards-Anderson order parameter and relate it to the connectivity properties where N is the number of sites and the bar stands for the average over the realization of interactions. Moreover, we can also evaluate the density of sites in the infinite cluster which goes to zero at a percolation temperature Tp. Since ini Q E A 5 P it follows TSg 5 Tp.
Numerically in 3d it is found1' TSg E 1.2, whereas the percolation transition is found to be much larger Tp r~ 3.95, very close to the temperature T*.
Finally the partition function for each configuration of interaction {J;j) can be written in t,he formalism of Fortuin and Kasteleyn as where if the configuration of bonds C does not contain any frustrated loop, and
In (15) For clarity we define t,he frustrated percolation model in a more direct way:
1) Assigne at random a configuration of interaction {Jij) on a lattice.
2) Assigne to any configuration C of bonds a weight given by (15) with q = 1, i.e. 2) A spin glasss transition at Tsg with power law relaxation behaviour below TSg ,and all the feno~ne~iology related to the spin glass transition, in particular hysteresis effects which should be amenable to direct meas~rement~s.
W ( C )
3) A stretched exponent,ial regime between Tsg and T* close to Tp.
Adam et all6 have recently reported a dynamical study of a polymer cluster solution
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near the gelation threshold. In this experiment they first obtained a cluster distribution by chemical gelation, then by dilution they changed the polymer concentration c. They found two "critical concentrations": c* ( the concentration when the polymer chains start to interpenetrate) and a second freezing concentration cf.
1) Above c* they found exponential relaxation behaviour.
2) Below c j a regime with a power law relaxation behaviour.
3) Between c j and c* a stretched exponential behaviour.
The presence of the two critical concentration and the strong similarity with the spin glass phenomenology, is strongly suggestive of a description in terms of the frustrated percolation model.
In conclusion after a review on random and correlated percolation we have described a new frustrated percolation model which may be relevant to a large class of phenomena driven by the interplay between connectivity and frustration.
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